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Busy Fingers 
C.W. Bowie, Author 

©2004 Charlesbridge 

 

Ages: preschool 

Call Number: Juv PicBk Bowie, C. W. 

 

Board book:  Cutest book of rhyming text that highlights the many things fingers can do such as 

reach, paint, wash, count, hug, sign—say I Love You and Bye-Bye and still more. 

 

Bill’s Bike  
Andy Blackford, Author 

Hannah Wood, Illustrator 

©2011 Crabtree 

 
Ages: PK-K 

Call Number: Juv Primer Blackford, Andy 

 

Primer:  Bill gets a four-wheeled bike for his birthday.  Read to find out how many wheels Bill 

really needs to ride.  Bright, colorful pictures are very easy reading.  Includes common words and 

other words lists and Puzzle Time .  The TADPOLES books develop confidence and encourage 

reading for pleasure.  

 

Just For You Series 
Various Authors 

Various Illustrators 

© 2003-2004 Scholastic 

 

Ages:  Readers—1
st
/2

nd
 grade 

 

Readers:  These three level books created by African-American authors and illustrators from 

diverse backgrounds present child-centered stories that support literacy learning.  Each book 

ends with Together Time and other instructional activities. Excellent series...Highly 

recommended. 
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C.R. Mudgeon  
Leslie Muir, Author 

Julian Hector, Illustrator 

© 2012 Atheneum Books for Young  

 

Ages:  Ages 4 and up 

Call Number: Juv PicBk Muir Leslie  

 

Picture Book:  This title follows the character of C.R. Mudgeon as he attempts to integrate change 

into his life. This is a protagonist who extremely enjoys routine, so when a neighbor moves in next 

door and begins to interject new stimuli into his life, he first rebels, then learns to accept and 

tremendously enjoy the company. The illustrations in this title are warm and colorful, without 

seeming too busy on the page. Additionally, several onomatopoetic sounds make an opportunity 

for enjoyable out loud reading.  At times there can be an abundance of text on each page, but 

other than this, the title seems first-rate.  

 

Oliver Moon and the Nipperbat Nightmare 
Sue Mongredien, Author 

Jan McCafferty, Illustrator 

© 2007 Usborne Publishing Ltd. 

 

Ages: 7-11 

Call Number: Juv Step-Up Mongredien, Sue 

 

Step-Up:  Oliver Moon is a junior wizard.  He attends Magic School.  When the Halloween break is 

about to begin, his teacher Mr. Goosepimple asks the class if any of the students would like to 

volunteer to take care of Nippy, the class’ pet Nipperbat.  In a ray of luck, Oliver Moon is chosen 

for the task.  Taking care of a Nipperbat is not all fly cakes and nettle juice.   Oliver Moon has to 

keep Nippy away from Witch Baby, his younger sister, who always seems to get into things at the 

wrong moment.  Find out how Oliver moon handles his new responsibility in this exciting tale for 

young reader. 

Oliver Moon is the main character in Sue Mongredien’s series about the junior wizard.  

This story is ideal for young readers.  The book is fast paced and intriguing.  If you are interested 

in learning more about Oliver Moon’s world, check out this website: 

http://www.usborne.com/olivermoon.   

 

  

http://www.usborne.com/olivermoon
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Flat Stanley’s Worldwide Adventures:  The U.S. Capital 

Commotion 
Jeff Brown, Author 

©2012 Harper 

 

Ages: 4
th

-6
th

 grade 

Call Number: Juv Brown, Jeff 

 

XFic:  Stanley Lambchop, son of George and Harriet Lambchop, and brother of Arthur, was 

flattened one night at home because a bulletin board in his room fell on him.  In this book his 

adventures began when his family flew him as an American flag in a 4
th

 of July parade.  He had 

become famous before that, but after that, Stanly and his family made the front page newspaper 

headlines.  Stanley grew tired of being a curiosity, but his fame grew.   

 The governor came to visit him to let him know, that by order of the president of the 

United States, he was to receive a National Merit of Achievement for his past heroic deeds he 

performed as a flat person.  He was to travel to Washington, DC!  Read about the adventures of 

Stanley Lambchop in Washington, DC and how he received his medal. 

 

 

Nurse, Soldier, Spy : The Story of Sarah Edmonds, A Civil War 

Hero  
Marissa Moss, Author 

© 2011 Abrams Books for Young Readers 

 

Ages: 3
rd

 through 5
th

 grade 

Call Number: Juv Bio E24m 

 

BIO:  This is the biography of a young woman named Sarah Edmonds who for three years has 

been posing as a man to get away from an arranged marriage.  She has been using the name 

Frank Thompson. When President Lincoln declares war on the Southern states, Frank Thompson 

tries to enlist in the northern army, only to be turned away because he looks too young.  Later he 

is accepted into the army, where he serves first as a nurse, then later accepts a mission as a spy 

going behind the southern lines.  For this mission, Frank decides to disguise himself as a slave.  

Even behind enemy lines he is given yet  other jobs of trust. This is an Entertaining excerpt from 

the life of this extraordinary person. This book is a 2014 LYRC candidate. 
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I Grew up to be President 
Laurie Calkhoven, Author 

Rebecca Zomchek, Illustrator 

©2011 Scholastic, Inc. 

 

Ages: 7 to 10 

Call Number: 923.173 C155i 

 

Nonfic:  Did you know that John Adams and Thomas Jefferson were the only signers of the 

Declaration of Independence who became  president?  They both died on July 4, 1826, exactly 

fifty years after the signing.  I Grew up to be President is filled with interesting facts such as these.  

The collective biography features each U.S. president on two pages which includes a fact file, a 

few paragraphs about his life, a picture as an adult and a caricature of him as a child which shows 

him holding an object of significance to his life.  It also has interesting and unusual facts about 

each man. 

The collective biography does not include in-depth information about the presidents, but 

is good to pique the interest of a young student interested in American History or as a starting 

point for further research. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


